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A.ociemetric Status Test for Young Children:

Manual of Instructions

t
lelarigaeljadcbolepment of the test

The socianetric status test described In this papermas developed to

O
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obtain measures of.leer acceptance and peer rejection of young children

attending nursery schopls,Iday care centers and ether group programs. The

test is an.adaptation of one originally developed by McCandless and Marshall'

'(1957) and is based on the peer nominations of each of the childreh in a

school or canter group. Sociometric selections are made during individual

interviaws in which the child being interviewed indicates his choices from

44

an array of head-and-shoulder photographs of members of the peer group.

The test takes seven pr eight minutes to administer. Children of three-

'and-one-half is four years of age seem to understand the instructions and

are interested'in the task. . i .

R

The picture-interview format of this test has several advantages over

-- other methods of eliciting sociometric choicep from young children. The

interview was used rather.than direct classroom observations for reasons

of economy and also because observations of actual peer interactions may

be determined by'factors other than peer preferences4 a child may admire a

member of the peer group but have little opportunity to play with .that

person unless the admiration is mutual. Peer nominations were preferred

over teacher-ratings 'of peer popularity to avoid the possibility of

sociometric scores reflecting teachers' preferences, rather than the pre-
,

ferences of the children.

picture-board method of presentation'that includes a photograph of

each memberof a class or group was preferred over other interview techniques

3
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for two reasons. First, the display of pictures makes it unnecessary for a.
4

child*to respond verbally since choices can be made by pointings: The child-

ren being interviewed need not remember, par even know, all of the names

of the children in their group in order to indicate their preferences. Second,

it was felt 'that presenting the full array of pictures of group members

0 would help to call a child's attention to each member of the group, reducing

the tendency of young children to spontaneously name the last person with

whom they hive been playing when asked to name.peer preferences.

In the original McCandless and Marshall dociometric test., only preferred,

or "liked" choices were elicited;
-iit:-tdrrii adaptation, the children are asked

to make both positive "liked "> and negative ("disliked ") choices.
It was

decided that negative as well /is positive choices should be obtained on

the assumption tht4 negative sociometric choices would predict social be-

haviors that are not neeesearily related to positivesoclometric choices.

Also a avcibmetric test wl)ich yields liked choices only, does not allow the

tester to distinguish children who are social isolates frbm those who are

actively disliked by their peers, despite the fact that the correlates or

determinants of the soclometric status of these two groups may be quite .

different. The distinction between social isolate status and disliked

status is an imf.artant one from a practical standpoint since teachers and

parents are typically more concerned about the.child whose behavior is

noxious to peers causing them to dislike him than they are concerned about

the preschooler who is somewhat shy and withdrawn in the peer group. This

latter group may appear to be socially immature or inexperienced, but they

do not usually appear to have social problems that are in nee.:_ of interven-

tion.

4
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There are obvious' ethical considerations
that must be feePd by export-'

mentets and teachers in asking children to identify members of the peer

group that they do not like since this procedure contradicts the adults'

usual disposition to discourage children from making rejecting statements

about their companions. Oile concern in using this kind of bociometric..

measure is the porsibility of Pa child's announcing his negative eboices to

their recipients or others after he returns to his group. It has been
1.

found, however, based upon many
Administrations of the test over a period

of years, that children do not discuss their ehoices.in the nursery' school

room. Occasionally a child will tell another that heor she has seen e

companion's' picture but there have been no instances in which ehild

systematically-communicated
choices...to others or seemed preodalp ied with

the choices he had made. As a compensation for its risks, the advantage

of a sociometric testyhichyields
negative as well as positive choices is

the increased likelihood of.identifying the children who are having serious

trouble with their peers.

Preparation of the acjme-4oard.

Sociomettic data shau. be gathered at a time when most of the childred

MOIR

are well acquain4p4 with each other. For groups that assemble in the fall,

the spring of the year is best. Previous to the administration of the

sociometric intervieus a.head-and -sheulder
snapshot must be taken of each

child in the group. A place away from the group (such. as an office or

hallway) is needed to facilitate this operation.
Ideally the camera should

be-ununted on a' tripod, table or shelf,a:atandard
distance from a chair in

. .

which Ile child 'sits to be photographed. This assures that the pictures

C
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of ee children will be face- forward and about the same in head Sire: An

ideal sociometric picture is one that is pleasant but somewhat neu tral in

expreision. .Pictures that are too soclmlly salient (laughing or giggling,

fot exampl or that suggest anger, `distress or grouchiness may bias the

children's choices and Should be retaken.

If the clnldren are self-'conscious and reticent about having their

picehres taken they.may b more willing to be photographed with companions

near; If this is the case; three or four children can be brought together

to?the place where pictures are to be taken. They may be asked to watch

apartieulaity willing child have his picture taken or they may be invited

to sit br,stand near the.persoa whose- facture is being takenpeuch one

inking his turn on the ChaiO that is within range of the mounted camera.

When pictures have been obtained of all of the children in the group,

they are mounted on a cardboard or a plywood board coproximately 18" by

24" in size (or larger if necessary). The pictures should be mounted in

such a way that they can be moved about easily between interviews so that

no child's picture is always in a given position on the,board, thus biasing

the likelihood of his being chosen by his companions. The Child's name

(and nickname if he has one) can be placed under or over each picture

unless the interviever'is thoroughly familiar with the names of the children

in the group.

The picture-board should be mounted on a tripod or supporped upright
S.

on a table so that a child seated before the board can easily see and

point to any of the photographs.

latt.V4W--212Sedurc..

After a brief period of time for Aining rapport with the children to

1' r
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be tested, the children should be brought individually to a quiet place

away from intrlsion from the group to be interviewed. The child shoUld be

seated comfortably in front of the picture board; the interviewer
should

be seated next to the child and slightly behind him. 'The. interviewershould

havena prepared form for recording the child's choices: The interview

instruction's are as follows:

"You know all of these Rep Itudglaltyog7thpy are rojaz_kou.

day care ;en r,, nursecumftg.1. L.Astaaes.

is?" (Poifit to the upper left-
how many vor can name -who

.

hand picture.) If the child doeenotanewer immediately, sap

t_aaEnitottumm0_jmlt_gg: and go directly' pn to the next picture.

Do not linger over each picture or urge the child to name each

memberof the group but be sure that the Child is attending to

the task and looking' at each picture as the person is identified.

If the. child mis-names a picture, clarify the mistake by repeating

the correct name twice,
nolip_olgULAuLALLyisn't it-his name

is Billy." If the child appears to have confused two children

in the group, refer to both children in your statement of alert-

sfication,
"This child is Bill ...ha is in! Thi= s Jim''.

ictur

If t eldhild is not following along looking at each picture as

it i identified-call his attention to the task by asking

him to "Look ri ht1 h re 111 who is this?. ..etc "

After all of the pitures have been named, say %......2Ejuvto.....ma

to look ever all' of these children and find someone youLappeciallv

. like at schoolri4ember someone ou tee call ike " If the

c i d ponders his decision, quietly repeat, i.1q0ne
. like." If 'the ,child seems reticent to indicate his choice by

;Ming or naming a chiid,.tsll*bnnmaay_Eoaug.vzuat:t
remember someone ou e Jail lik When the child makes his

first liked choice, rec rd
.

Then say "OK now find another chid e =on ecia I like."

This statement should be delivered casually and le promptly nto

the next choice. Avoid variations such as "good", "fine", "that's

right", ett. that may imply assessment or approval of the child's

Choice. You .may, however, repeat his choice (lbezaammeLjaa

fird Another Child...etc."). Record Ss second liked choice.

Then say "OtSino241ind av_._2011hermore) child yau.gapecially

like." Record Ss third liked choice.
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Then say "Now th s time I want ou to find someone

ve much a

u d

is time find e

Redord Ss first disliked choice.

Then say km" n find'anothe
RecordSs sec

Then say "OK. now find soother (one mo a child that ou

don't like very muctia. Record Ss thir disliked choice. .

Then say "We're all finI.shet now. Thank vi;ti very mu90:61r

me--vou did five good tob",....or IMMO similar statement..The

.child can-now be returned to his group. /

40 the completion of 'the.interview, children may ... given a small

reward for performing, such as a cookie, skall-trinket o'r toy. Chi dreg

do enjoy this task, h*owever and are quite willing to complete 4 without

incentives of this kind. /Iony ceseo'be sure to thank the child for his

cooperation and help.

/t is net necessary, with children, of this age, to reassure the child

that hit' choices will be confidential. Confidentiality does not seem

to concern the children and it is doubtful that they would understand the

4

meaningof such a statement.

In preparation for the next interview, the position 'qf the sociometric

pictures on the board should be.changed to that a child's twine is not

unduely biased by his placemeit on the picture-boird. Corner pictures

(which may tend to be overlooked) and the bottom row of pictures (which

tend to be easy choices) should be distributed' around in the middle of

area of the board. Others should be shuffled around and randomly mounted

in the remaining places. If.tt facilitates the administration' of the

test, the child whose interview has Jost-been completed may be ask s' to

wait while the board is made ready for the next child.

7§,
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The atmosphere during. the interview Should be friendly but b.usiness-

likv The interviewer should give the impression that we must get on with

the task: If a child eeems to mum to 'talk d begifis to tell about spine.-

thingthe'did at home ik at school,' say "Oh. id you --OK now (name). lees

look at thrma_picptreaLiapcall. (You may wish to come back to a conversation

after the interview isover- -as you awe taking the child back7to his group-;

so thiti you do.6ot appear to be unfriendly or disinterested.)

Occasionally a chf14 points very timidly seeming to' consider only

pictures that are closes6to his hand while it rests on the table. .tf the

interviewer suspects that this. is happening, record the choice, Out preface
r.

the next request with a statement like ngastexjaanelumuctaxessUa.

hook them ally oFer and and_ssmeommsiamiany_ like,; took all_ around

11
at thb pictures (indicatineLwith hand) atatherbizigLefiec

like...etc."

Occasionally a child makes quick responses that appear to be without

thought or consideration. ihese children may not completely understand

the instructiofak or they may interpret the task as a "guessing game" in

.

which they paint to a picture and the interviewer will tell them whether

or not they are correct. If it is suspected that the 'child is not making

considered choices, say "You'll nee4 to lipten ca,refu4v to what ; say

find
r--

Children sometimes relect a picture more than 'once -for. the same item.

Say .......E.A.L"Findotheerson
If on the other hand,

MIIMMMIII111110

the child elects a person as a liked choice and as .a disliked choice,

. accept it; the child may, in fact, be ambivalent about that peer: e

. 9
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If a Child spontaneously Dimes or points to more than one picturi for

given choice, say "Whi

like" (If the child, has not already made three choices, you may take the

option of-recording both selections as two of his three choicel, and asking'

for only one more. You may also choose to tgnore his second sbliction

for a giver% question and record only the first child he names or pOints to.)

If the child selects his ow picture as a liked peer, say "It's sood

that ou like ur elf but I vent o t

Bagglauxkft11 If the child persists in selecting himself, say "Not

LtatImiEjaciallut fiat: (It is

extremely rare in our experience, fOt a child to name himself as a "disliked"

peer.) Selection of.00e own picture-can be avoided-by leaving the

picture of the child to b interviewed off of the board. When that is

done, however, children land to ask where their picture is and become

preoccupied with its absence.

Scoring procedures.

Each positive (liked) .choice and each negative (disliked) choice is

given a value of I. A child's sociometric score is the number of times

he has been mentioned by his peers as a liked choice, minus the number of

times. he has been mentioned as a disliked choice. It 1 possible, of course,

to consider only thepositive sociometric choices or only the negative

choices for analyses in whiphthat breakdown is desired.

'Children's choices can also be weighted .according to whether the nomi-

nation is a first, second or third choi(e. For example, plus or minus 3

points may be given to a first choice aomineep plus or minus.2 points po

St

r
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a. second choice nominee and plus or minus 1 point to a third choice nominee.

Analyses with six different test
administrations, however, have shown that

weighted and unweighted scores correlate between .92 and.98 with each other;

the simplified, uuweightsd scoring system would seete:to, yield sociometrii

rankings very similar to those in which weighted scores are used.

. It should be noted that subtracting negative nominations from positive

nominations leaves some children with a negative balance. For most analyses,

a constant must be added to the score of each child in the group to elimi-

nate negative numbers.

An additional interesting and useful sociometric score can be obtained

by combining positiie,and negative scores additively rather than subtracting

the negative score from the positive score. The additive score gives a

.

general measure of "impact" of a child on his peers. .44. child with may

nominations--both positive and negative -- would seed to be huoingya sizable

social impact on his peers whi1e-a child with very few noiinicierna of

either kind is having a minimal impact on his' peers. Yet, using a scoring

procedure in which newitive nominations are subtracted from positive

nominations, it is possible for these two kinds of childien to obtain vir-

t

a

mai

tually identical snciombtric scores.

1

Reliability

TO.checkthe reliabtlity of sOciometric scores, three groups of child-

ren each consisting of from 18 to 24 children were administered the socio-

%

metric-test twice will from one to two weeks between administrations More

& Updegraff, 1964). Product-moment correlations between the pairs of scores

for each group were obtained. The coefficients for all three groups were

11
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reliable well beyond chance;
nevarPhaleeo, the magnitude of the correlacians

is modest. For one grouptiin which the children tamgad In sec ri.VM 3.2 to

3.10 at the tlmu of teptius,'the correlation was .62 ( < .01); A second

group,,in which the children ranged in age. from 3.10 to 4.11, yielded a,

correlation of .52 (I < .02). For a third'group, in which children ranged

in age from 4.6 to 5.6, the correlation was .78 (2. (.01). All groups had

been in sessi9n for approximately'seven months at the time of testing. The

data indiCite that test-retest reliability' is the most acceptable with the

.! older children; -interviews with the younger children seem to be mnra sohjeet

to inconsistencies.

It should be pointed out that inconsistency in sociometric scores from

'one administration to anoiher my be clue to other factors than capricious

choices by the children. The best guess from those who observe yoting

children in groups is that the .sociometric status of the children does

inded change even over short periods of ,time. The instability of the

children's sociometric scores may be due in part to these changes. Also a

ehild may select a different array of liked and disliked peers on his

second test administration (thus contributing to a change in the sociometric

status of the children involved) yet be making valid choices both times.

Since each child is allowed only three liked and three disliked choices,

his second array of choices may include still ottier children he likes or

dislikes.

Split-half reliability was also calculated for four groups of children

in which sociometric scores for the children in a group as determine by

a random half of the group is compared with socres as determined by the

othit half. For the four groups product-moment correlations were .27, .34,

12
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.61, ,and .70. The number of children in each of th'ese groups averaged ,18

so that the scores used in calculating these correlations were based on the

Choice.; of only 9 Children. One might expect greater reliability for groups

of children ranging in size from 20 to 30.

Despite the lowNreliability of these interview measures with young

children, s4ciometric status scorias appear to have reasonable validity as

ii-indicated by studies in whfbh status is rulated to other relevant peer

interaction measures.

sociometric

The validity of peer preferences is difficult to check directly since

measures agailst which choices can be compared (such as teacher ratings of

popularity or classroom observationS of "time spent together") are effected

by factors other than peer preferences. ,There are, however, two kinds of

data that appear to indilrettly validate the sciciometyic interviews: class

room^observations of peer interactions, and children's judgments of the

social daracteristics of their peers.

P
At the University o Minnesota, extensive classroom observations of

peer interactions were made during fred play in groups of children attending

the Laboratory Nursery School during the 1965-66 school year (Charlesworth

& martuppw1967; Martup, Glazer & Charlesi!arth, 1967). For this research
.. tk,p

children's observed social behaviors were classified as either-positive

social reinforcenent or neg4cive social reinforcement. Positive social
or,

reinforcement included such behavior's as giving attention or approval, giving

affection, indicating acceptance, imitating another, willingly complying

with another's requests, and-giving tokens of friendship. Negative social

reinforcement included such behaviors as denying participation, refusing to

13
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share or cooperate,, ignoring, criticizing, insulting, blaming, t9ttiii4

demanding,. annoying, attacking or threatening. When the sociometific scores

of the children were correlated with the frequencey of positive and negative

reinforcemento'it was fodnd that children receiving many "lik4d" eociometric

choices, compared with thOse receiving few, were. significantly more Maly

to use positive social reinforiement in dealing with peers, the correlations,

for three replications being 470, .67 and* .61. On theLother hand, Children

receiving many "disliked" choicestcomparea with those receiving few, were

significantly more likely to use negative social reinfortement in two of.

three replications, the correlations being,.28, .73 and .80. On the assume ,- -

Lion that positive social reinforcement from peers is pleisant to children

0

and that negative social reinforcement is noxious, one-would predict

associations of these kinds between social reinforcement and sociometric

*tams.

A claseratm observation study°Was also conductid at the University of

Iowa by Moore & Updegraff (1964) in which thiee.groups olIchildren who had

been administered the'sortom'orrie inrorview were also observed during free

play in the nursery school. Two kinds of behaviors were recordod: aurturance

.

giving and dependence. Nurturance-giving included giving affection, giving

attention, givingreassuranee and offering protection. When scores on this

measure-were related. to sociometric scores, correlations for the three

groups of children.were .204.49 and .29 (combined z significant between

the 5% and 10% levels of confidence). Though the relation is not a clearly

reliable one, it is consistent across groups and in the predicted direction.

The dependent behavior of the children in these groups'was also related

4_0 sociometric status. Categories of dependince included help-seeking

14
-
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affection - seeking and support - seeking;

observers also noted whether a child's

In recording instances of depind!nce,

dependent overtures were addressed
C

to an adult, or to a peer.-`When adult dependence was correlated with popu-

larity,"a significant. negative relation was found for the youngest.group

of children only, the corteiation being -.55 (g E;.05). The correlations

for the older two groups of children were zerd-order. It would appear, frog)

this evidence, that adultoriented dependence has little relevance to peer

popularity with older preschoolers,. though for the younger children (for

,whom dependence is greater ovprell) high need for adult help, affection

and support may interfer with per popularity.

The data on peer-oriented dependence in this study suggests a different

picture. When this measure was correlated with popularity the coefficients

were modest but positive in direction, being .14, .35,and E40 for the

three groups, (combined r significant between the 5% and 10% leveli of

confidence). For these groups, children who scored high on peer dependence

tended to be among the more popular children compared with those low in

peer dependence: It would

popularity.in these groups

LOne additional source

seem that peer dependence did not interfer with

and may.*.in fact, have. facilitated it.

of data provides indirect validation of socio-
.

metric status using the picture-board interview. In a study conducted at

the University of Minnesotgi (Moore, 1967), the sociometric status of pre-

school children was related to peer judrnts of social characteristics.

In addition to the sociometric choiceschildreniwere asked to respond to

30 statements each of which described a typical,child.lika social behavior.

The child was asked to name or point to a member of his group to whom he

thmht ea h statement applied. The statements described various aspects

/,
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of children's social behmhorsuch as friendly approaCh aggression,' con-_.

pliance in routines, expressed feai and expressed snxietyl. A score. was

caliulated for each child on each of these dimensions based on the number

of times his peers thought that a statement applied to him. Three of the

five clusters:Of social behaviors consistently related to sociometric

status over a series of teat adainistrktions: friendly interattio9 aggres-

sion, and compliance in routines. Friendly interaction was assessed by

asking children to indicate a member of the peer group who is friendly to

other children, likes to play near others, helps other children when they

are hurt or sad, and talks with other childrena lot. (To reduce the halo
a

4

effect, the "friendly ", items were distributed throughout the 30-item

interview rather than presented in a block.) Co Lions between friendly

behavior and sociometric status for six different groups of preschool

'children ranged from .24 to .48. Though the correlations are not large,

tI7e consistency of this relation from group to group suggests that friendli-

ness as perceived by peers is one of the accompaniments of popularity.

Peer judgment. of aggression was measured by Waking the children to

nominate peers who fight a lot, hit _without reason, yell at teachers, say

angry things, and hurt others. Scores on this cluster of items correlated

negatively with popularity, the six correlations ranging frbd -.21 to -.78

with three of the six being greater than -.50.

Peer judgment of compliance it routines was a4essed by asking the

children to nominate'peers who are good workers atischool, don't fuss about

.things but do what the teacher says, dress and toilet fast, and help to

put things away. When these items were related to sociometric status,

correlations for the six groups of children ranged from .21 to .67, indi-

1.6

a
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eating that children whose peers judged them-to be high in compliance

core also high in popularity.

Treabg4d bb pointed out that sociometric satus and the social Char-
.

. acteristics of these children are not completely independent measures

since the children themselves were the source qf both kinds of information.

Nevertheless, the relations are in predicted directions and tend to be con-

,

sistent with the observational data presented previously.
41.

. In spmmary, a picture-boaid sociometric interview for preschool children

-was described and information.on reliability and validity was presented.
#

While the reliability oS,this measure of peer popularity is low to moderate

using test - retest or split-half measures, the interview data does seem to

predict other relevant measures of the social behavior of young children in

interaction with their peers.

Oes
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141.:2 DATE GROUP

Sociometric interview! .

You know 'all of these people, don't you--theY're from your group, etc. Let's see.
.

how many you car namewho is this (pointing to the upper left corner ,thild).

If he doesn't amwer.immediately, say that is so-and-so,-isn't it. MA.:e sure he

looks, if not, repeat:

A.%

Mow, I want you to look over all of these children and find

someone you especially like--remembertiftiOmeone you especially

like (if necessary add -- look them,over'carefullys If time

elapses repeat, remember, someone yod especially like.)
.

After his choice: "OK, now find another. child you especially

like."

After second choice: "OK, now find one mole child you especial!:

like." (It might be'necessary to remind the'child he can

"just point" if he wants to.)

OK, now find someone you 'don't like very couch at school--

remembef.'soMeone you don't like very much.

OK,. now-anti another child you don't like very much.

r

OK, now find one more child you don't like very much.

We're ginished now. You did &good job etc....

V

I

41.

1 the glajtampluzastuwej Behavior form attached can be given along with

the Sociometric Status Test if desired.

19
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Peer Perception of Social Behavior

,-.^"--"--Pe°-Date Group

Find someone uho especlally likes to stay near.the teachers

S

Find someone who fights a lot

Find someone who is very friendly to the other children

Find someone vih0 is fast at dressing and toileting

Find someone who is afraid' of lots of things

Find someone who runs front one thin3 to another all the time
. .

1

Find someone uho "hits even without a good reason

Imilm1.011

.
Find someone uho Melt to play near otherochildren

Finch someone

Find someone

who helps kids when they're-hurt or sad

who is a good worker at school

Find someone who is not afraid of Rughim

Find someone who likes to do thins all alone.

Find someone who would.hit or yell at a teacher

Find someone who likes to get help from the teachers instead of

from other children

Find someone who says angry things

Find someone who never likes anyone else's ideas

Find someone who talks with the other children a lOt.1.=.11
ft.00l.....111.1=111=MM

Find someone who might hurt you

Find someone who fusses about tbileting or dressing

Find someone who won't put things away at school

lewmilwow.IIIMMIM4111

IMP

Find someone who likes to get help from other children instead o.

from teachers
0.

Find someone who scares you

Find someone who doesn't like fighting or shouting

Find someone who doesn't need help from anyone

Find someone who won't do what the teacher says

Find someone who runs around. the twat

F ;,14 someone who won't take. turns

.20
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Find someone 140 cries a lot.

Find someone Who teases people.

V

Find someone wtinialways wants to be the best

Find someone ho doesn't hit even i someone else hits ftrat

Find snmAttne whore noise is. _,(child's. name)

THE RID

. L

a
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